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A VISIT WITH ALEXANDER HAMILTON & THOMAS JEFFERSON 
C.D. Bradley 

 
 
 

Of all the events that shaped the political life of the new republic in 
its earliest years, none was more central than the massive personal 
and political enmity, classic in the annals of American history, which 
developed in the course of the 1790s between Alexander Hamilton 
and Thomas Jefferson. 

Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federalism 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Thomas Jefferson was the son of Virginia aristocracy, a well-educated 
lawyer and writer of great renown. Alexander Hamilton was born in the 
West Indies, son of an unmarried couple who left him with little. Jefferson, 
a lawyer, made his early mark as a Virginia legislator and a pro-America 
pamphleteer. Hamilton, a soldier, came to prominence as an aide to 
General Washington and as a military commander in his own right during 
the Revolution. They each contributed to foundational American political 
thought: Jefferson, as primary author of the Declaration of Independence, 
and Hamilton, as the planner and one of three authors of The Federalist. 
 
The two men of differing backgrounds are among the very small group 
most important in the birth of America, but they had different visions of the 
government they helped form. Jefferson, at heart a Virginia planter, 
believed in an agrarian future where decisions were made locally among 
the landed elites. Hamilton, who began his career as a clerk in a financial 
house, saw the nation as an expanding economic power in need of a 
strong central government to help guide it. As the Constitution was being 
debated, Hamilton favored a structure which gave the federal government 
more power, while Jefferson favored a system that devolved power to the 
states and ultimately to citizens themselves. Those visions came into 
conflict throughout the men’s political careers, beginning in Washington’s 
cabinet and continuing as they played the key roles in forming the first 
national political parties. 
 
In many ways, this conflict of visions continues today in debates on the 
role and scope of federal power and which decisions are best made at the 
national, state and local level. This ongoing push and pull was at the heart 
of the debates that produced the Constitution and have offered a 
framework for interpreting it ever since. At its core, the conflict is not so 
unlike current debates about whether the federal government has grown 
too large and too powerful, whether it tries to do too much. These two 
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founders, Hamilton and Jefferson, fought battles over similar ground 
nearly a quarter millennia ago, and that conflict has helped shape the 
nation we know today. 

 
II. DIFFERENT BEGINNINGS1 

 
The security of Jefferson’s youth contrasts sharply with the insecurity of 
Hamilton’s early years. 

Noble E. Cunningham, Jr.,  
Jefferson vs. Hamilton: Confrontations that Shaped a Nation 

 
Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton emerged from widely divergent 
backgrounds to play vital roles in the early American Republic. Jefferson 
was born into an influential Virginia family on a thousand-acre farm, son of 
a rising planter and slaveholder, in 1743. He received an education that 
matched his social station, and could read Greek and Roman works in 
their original language in his teens. In contrast, Hamilton was born to the 
black sheep of a prominent Scottish family and the wife of another man on 
the island of Nevis in the West Indies in 1755. He was eleven when he last 
saw his father, and he was thirteen when his mother died. 
 
In their teens, Jefferson was making plans to attend the College of William 
and Mary while Hamilton caught on as a clerk in a financial office on Saint 
Croix. Eventually Hamilton made it to New York and enrolled in King’s 
College. Later, after the war, he was admitted as an attorney to the New 
York Bar after self-study. 
 
“For both Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton, the American 
Revolution was a defining moment. The cataclysmal events of that 
upheaval set each man on a course that ultimately brought them together 
as the young American nation took form.”2 Their roles in the unfolding 
drama were as different as their backgrounds. Jefferson was among the 
leading champions of the American cause, but did his fighting with a pen. 
His writings were widely read in the early and mid-1770s, and he is 
perhaps most famous as the drafter of the Declaration of Independence. 
In 1779, he was elected governor of Virginia. Hamilton, younger by 
thirteen years, received a commission as captain of an artillery company 
in the New York militia in early 1776, and a year later he joined the staff of 
General George Washington. After leaving Washington’s staff, he 
commanded an infantry battalion that played a key role in the ultimate 
American victory at Yorktown. 
 

                                                 
1 The information in this section is from Noble E. Cunningham Jr., Jefferson vs. Hamilton: 
Confrontations that Shaped a Nation (2000). 
 
2 Id. at 7. 
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The two men circled around each other shortly after the war ended; both 
served in the Continental Congress in the early 1780s, though not 
simultaneously. Jefferson went to Paris as American minister to France in 
1785, staying four years. During that time, Hamilton played a major role in 
the Constitutional Convention, favoring a stronger central government 
while expressing doubts that Americans were capable of self-governance. 
By contrast, Jefferson generally supported the constitutional draft while at 
the same time decrying its lack of a Bill of Rights. In a letter to a friend, he 
wrote that if he was in America he would advocate ratification until nine 
states did so then urge the rest to withhold support until a Bill of Rights 
was added. Still, he had reservations; while approving of the division of 
power among the three branches, he viewed the executive as taking too 
large a share of that power. Among other quibbles, he objected to the 
president’s ability to run for re-election. 
 
This illustrates in broad terms the key difference in the visions Hamilton 
and Jefferson had for the new country. Put simply, Hamilton favored a 
stronger central government while Jefferson favored a balance of power 
tilted toward the states and the people. Those visions came into repeated 
conflict as the two men took the highest posts in President George 
Washington’s cabinet: Hamilton as secretary of the treasury, and 
Jefferson as secretary of state. 

 
III. CONTRASTING STYLES3 

 
The differences that developed between Jefferson and Hamilton were due 
partly to contrasts of temperament, environment, background and 
experience. 

Broadus Mitchell, Alexander Hamilton: The National Adventure 
 
It is worth a brief detour here from the historical path to consider the 
differences in the two men aside from their vision of government. Perhaps 
as important to their rivalry were their differing personalities and personal 
styles. Possibly as a reaction to their disparate upbringings, as adults they 
sported equally opposite but reverse images: the tall, lanky Jefferson 
dressed casually, even sloppily, and tended to slouch; the shorter, stouter 
Hamilton, with the upright posture of a military officer, was a bit of a 
dandy. Of course, Jefferson could afford, literally and figuratively, to 
appear not to care about the niceties of society, while the striving Hamilton 
had to dress the part he sought to play. 
 
Jefferson became a widower at thirty-nine, and left to his own devices, he 
likely would have remained alone with his books. By contrast, Hamilton 

                                                 
3 Unless otherwise noted, information in the remainder of this article comes from R.B. Bernstein, 
Thomas Jefferson (2003) and Ron Chernow, Alexander Hamilton (2004). 
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always sought to rise above his relatively low birth. “For Jefferson, the 
Revolution was an unwelcome distraction from a treasured private life, 
while for Hamilton it was a fantastic opportunity for escape and 
advancement.”4 
 
The Revolution gave Hamilton respect for the British, but left Jefferson 
with nothing but disdain. Jefferson always favored the French, 
championing the democratic underpinning of their revolution even as 
many, including Hamilton, rightly feared what it ultimately became. 
 
Early in their relationship, while they remained friendly, Jefferson collected 
scraps of intelligence from Hamilton to later use against him. Hamilton 
was a talker and Jefferson a listener, one whom a congressional 
colleague claimed never to have heard speak three sentences 
consecutively. While Hamilton would share his thoughts with whomever 
cared to listen, Jefferson held his cards close to the vest, giving little 
insight into his own views while sponging up the thoughts of others. This 
habit proved helpful to him in later political wars with Hamilton, whose own 
words spoken candidly to Jefferson were thrown back at him. 

 
IV. CABINET CONFLICT 
 

When George Washington chose his cabinet, the general views of 
Jefferson and Hamilton were well enough known that the president would 
not have been unaware that he was enlisting advisers with different 
viewpoints and opinions. … At the same time, (events) would not have led 
Washington to anticipate the deep divisions that would develop. 
Cunningham, Jefferson vs. Hamilton: Confrontations that Shaped a Nation 
 
Hamilton, Washington’s old war aide, pressured his old general to stand 
for president after the Constitution was ratified by the states. Washington, 
though reluctant, was eventually worn down by the efforts of Hamilton and 
others. He was unanimously elected by the first Electoral College on 
February 4, 1789. The new Constitution was silent as to the government’s 
executive structure, and it took several months before Washington 
decided on three administrative posts: secretaries of state, war and the 
treasury. He also appointed an attorney general, but the post had no 
department to oversee. 
 
Washington first approached Philadelphia merchant Robert Morris, whose 
credit had helped sustain the revolution, for the treasury post. Morris 
declined, suggesting instead that Washington turn to his former aide. 
Washington took his advice, and appointed Hamilton as the government’s 
first treasury secretary. 
 

                                                 
4 Chernow at 312. 
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Jefferson returned from Paris in 1789, expecting to return after a brief visit, 
only to discover that Washington had nominated him, and the Senate had 
confirmed him, as the new government’s first secretary of state. He was at 
first ambivalent, but agreed to accept the post. 
 
It was most likely here that the two first met, though they clearly knew of 
each other and even had some personal bonds: Hamilton’s wife’s sister 
was among Jefferson’s closest confidantes during his time in Paris. The 
two seemingly hit it off on first meeting, and exchanged cordial notes early 
in their terms. Their differences – in philosophy, politics, style and 
personality – soon overwhelmed any warm feelings. 
 
Jefferson and Hamilton initially found common ground in the cabinet in 
identifying the most important issue the nation faced: its huge debt, both 
that of the federal government as well as its states. Although Jefferson 
initially opposed it, the two made common cause on Hamilton’s funding bill 
whose adoption had the federal government assume the states’ debts; as 
a political side deal, the bill also set the site of the new capital city as what 
is now Washington, D.C. Jefferson allowed his desire to be seen as a fixer 
– the deal was cut, Jefferson claimed, over a dinner he hosted for 
Hamilton and James Madison -- overcome his philosophical objections:  

 
In his view, the smaller the government, the better the 
chances of preserving liberty. And to the extent that a central 
government was necessary, he wanted a strong Congress 
with a weak executive. Most of all, Jefferson wished to 
preserve state sovereignty against federal infringement. 
Since Hamilton’s agenda was to strengthen the central 
government, bolster the executive branch at the expense of 
the legislature, and subordinate the states, it embodied 
everything Jefferson abhorred.5 

 
This legislative fight also prefaced an important shift in political 
alignments. Madison, who had been an ally of Hamilton’s and his co-
author of The Federalist, was the fiercest critic of his debt assumption 
plan. Although Jefferson was finally able to quell the conflict – brokering a 
deal of assumption for locating the capital in the South – it worked both to 
drive Hamilton and Madison apart just as it pushed Madison and Jefferson 
together. Madison voted against the resulting measure, but allowed allies 
to switch their votes and assure its passage. It would be the last time the 
trio in any way worked together; Jefferson and Madison became joined at 
the hip, perhaps American political history’s foremost duo, with Hamilton 
as their common political foe. 
 

                                                 
5 Chernow at 320. 
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Hamilton and Jefferson first openly clashed over an issue that has proven 
controversial throughout American history: the role of the federal 
government in monetary policy. Hamilton laid out a sweeping plan to 
establish a central bank. Congress approved the charter for the bank over 
the objections of Madison, who saw Hamilton’s plan as tilting the balance 
of power away from the agrarian South to the commercial North. Madison 
urged Washington to issue the first veto to block the bill, and the president 
sought the counsel of his cabinet secretaries. Jefferson blasted the plan, 
saying that it expanded the scope of the Constitution’s Necessary and 
Proper clause far beyond its meaning; to pass constitutional muster, 
Jefferson argued, a plan must not be merely convenient, but truly 
necessary to carry out the powers explicitly granted to the federal 
government. The bank was a convenience but not a necessity in 
Jefferson’s eyes, and therefore failed the test. Washington then turned to 
Hamilton for a rebuttal, and received a treatise laying out the argument for 
a broad interpretation of the Constitution. Applying the strict interpretation 
of Jefferson and Madison would be fatal to the government’s authority, 
Hamilton wrote: 

 
[T]his general principle is inherent in the very definition of 
government and essential to every step of the progress to be 
made by that of the United States: namely that every power 
vested in a government is in its nature sovereign and 
includes by force of the term a right to employ all the means 
requisite and fairly applicable to the attainment of the ends of 
such power.6 

 
Hamilton further argued that there were undeniably implied as well as 
explicit powers, and that to proceed otherwise would paralyze the 
government as it tried to discern what was absolutely necessary and what 
was not. Washington, despite his remaining doubts, signed the bill in 
February 1791.  
 
That was not the end of the conflict over the central bank, which was the 
subject of the landmark Supreme Court case of McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 
U.S. 316 (1819). Chief Justice John Marshall had written a biography of 
Washington after the first president’s death, and included excerpts from 
the letters of both Jefferson and Hamilton to Washington on the bank 
issue. In his famous decision, Marshall used many of Hamilton’s 
arguments in an opinion upholding the constitutionality of the bank, 
legitimizing the idea of implied powers and cementing supremacy of 
federal law over state law. 
 
Nor was it the end of the conflict between Hamilton and Jefferson. In 
1792, as Washington considered retiring after a single term, they both 

                                                 
6 Chernow at 354. 
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urged him to stay on. Despite that shared ground, their own relationship 
continued to worsen. Washington finally implored both to end the fighting. 
Both wrote to the president claiming to be the wronged party, but while 
Hamilton claimed a willingness to work things out, Jefferson did nothing of 
the sort. “I will not suffer my retirement to be clouded by the slanders of a 
man whose history, from the moment at which history can stoop to notice 
him, is a tissue of machinations against the liberty of the country which 
has not only received and given him bread, but heaped its honors on his 
head.”7 Washington’s efforts at peace making failed to bring together his 
two secretaries, who assigned to each other the darkest of motives and 
responded accordingly. 
 
In 1793, the Virginia delegation in the House sought an investigation 
against Hamilton. Jefferson offered not only his support but actively 
helped draft the resolutions against Hamilton and his methods of 
conducting Treasury business. The House ultimately rejected the 
measures. 
 
Around this time, Jefferson spoke repeatedly of retiring, but kept 
postponing his departure so as not to give the appearance that Hamilton 
had succeeded in driving him out. When Hamilton learned of Jefferson’s 
desire to walk away, he savaged him in the partisan press as seeking his 
best advantage in an effort to follow Washington as president. 
 
Jefferson indeed stepped down in January 1794, leaving the cabinet, and 
the administration, to Hamilton and his allies.   

 
V. POLITICAL OPPONENTS 

 
The Federalists saw themselves as saving America from anarchy, while 
Republicans believed they were rescuing America from counterrevolution. 
Each side possessed a lurid, distorted view of the other, buttressed by an 
idealized sense of self. 

Ron Chernow, Alexander Hamilton 
 
While still in Washington’s cabinet, the clashes between Jefferson and 
Hamilton and cohorts on both sides began the political division of America. 
The founding generation had repeatedly spoken out against faction and 
party, and yet they fell into such a split less than a decade after the 
Constitution was ratified. Those who aligned with Hamilton, holding the 
mantle of support for Washington’s administration, took to the name 
Federalists. The opposition, following Jefferson and Madison, came to be 
known as Republicans. Both, of course, claimed to be the true heirs of the 
founding vision for America, while saving for the other the label “party,” still 
a dirty word in American politics. 

                                                 
7 Bernstein at 99. 
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Unlike the seemingly endless presidential campaigns of modern times, the 
1796 campaign did not even begin until Washington’s announcement in 
September of that year that he would not seek a third term. Jefferson, with 
seemingly very little encouragement from him, became the Republican 
candidate for president, with John Adams, Washington’s vice president, 
also seeking the office with Federalist support even as he remained 
reluctant to embrace the label. Adams won a narrow victory, with 
Jefferson’s second place finish sufficient to earn him the vice presidency. 
In correspondence, he indicated that he preferred that order, as it allowed 
him more time at home. He considered sending a congratulatory letter to 
Adams, but Madison vetoed his draft largely because of some of the 
disparaging remarks it included about Hamilton. 
 
For the most part, Jefferson kept a low profile as vice president. On the 
other hand, Hamilton stayed on as treasury secretary; Adams kept 
Washington’s appointees, lest he be thought to have questioned the first 
president’s judgment. Adams and Hamilton’s fragile co-existence 
splintered after Washington died in December 1799. The cabinet 
secretaries had remained loyal to Hamilton and often went to him rather 
than Adams for direction. Adams discovered this in the spring of 1800; he 
forced Secretary of War James McHenry to resign, fired Secretary of State 
Timothy Pickering and had a heated meeting with Hamilton, who then 
published a pamphlet arguing for the Federalists to support Charles 
Pinckney over Adams in that year’s presidential election. 
 
Hamilton and Jefferson also were involved behind the scenes in electoral 
politics leading up to the presidential election. Hamilton, not having been 
born in America, could not stand for the office, while Jefferson, on the 
other hand, was the Republican leader and again the top choice of that 
faction for president in 1800. The two supported opposing slates in New 
York legislative races in early 1800 – at the time, the legislature chose the 
state’s presidential electors – and the Republicans, with help from Aaron 
Burr, swept the races. That provided momentum for Jefferson’s run for the 
presidency, with Burr running for vice president. 
 
At the time, presidential electors cast two votes. In theory, they were for 
president and vice president, but they counted the same. The result was, 
even after the New York electors delivered for Jefferson, that he and Burr 
tied. Although it was clear that the nascent party desired Jefferson as 
president and Burr as vice president (Burr enjoyed some Federalist 
support as well, due in part to Hamilton’s role in splintering the party with 
his support for Pinckney), the choice belonged to the House of 
Representatives. The competing Federalist faction sought to have Burr 
installed in the presidency over Jefferson, despite Hamilton’s protests. 
Through dozens of ballots, the tie remained until the Federalists finally 
gave way and allowed Jefferson’s election, with Burr as his vice president. 
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Hamilton, when asked of his support for Jefferson despite their rivalry, was 
said to have responded, “At least Jefferson was honest.” 
 
The electoral shenanigans in the House spurred the passage of the 
Twelfth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which requires separate and 
distinct votes for president and vice president. Still, it is worth noting that 
the 1800 election marked a first in world history: the peaceful transfer of 
power in a republic from one party or faction to another. His inaugural 
speech, the first given in the still-under-construction permanent capital, 
reflected that while trying to shift the common ground between the parties 
toward his way of thinking: 

 
[E]very difference of opinion is not a difference of principle. 
We have called by different names brethren of the same 
principle. We are all republicans, we are all federalists. … I 
know, indeed, that some honest men fear that a republican 
government cannot be strong, that this government is not 
strong enough; but would the honest patriot, in the full tide of 
successful experiment, abandon a government which has so 
far kept us free and firm on the theoretic and visionary fear 
that this government, the world’s best hope, may by 
possibility want energy to preserve itself? I trust not. I believe 
this, on the contrary, the strongest government on earth. … 
Sometimes it is said that man cannot be trusted with the 
government of himself. Can he then be trusted with the 
government of others? Or have we found angels in the forms 
of kings to govern him? Let history answer this question.8 

 
One of Jefferson’s most important goals was to roll back as many of 
Hamilton’s fiscal policies as possible, particularly the existence of a 
national debt. Like many of his successors, he did not achieve the goal of 
wiping out the debt; his secretary of the treasury, Albert Gallatin, stayed 
on until 1814 – five years after Jefferson left office – and succeeded only 
in reducing the $80 million debt he inherited to $45 million. 
 
Jefferson’s other main aim for his administration was to break the 
Federalist stronghold on the federal judiciary. This most famously came to 
a head when, after Jefferson’s election but before his inauguration, the 
Federalist Congress passed the Judiciary Act of 1801, which established 
ten district courts and added three new circuit courts. Adams, in the final 
days of his presidency, appointed a number of federal judges to these 
newly created posts. John Marshall, who stepped down as secretary of 
state to take over as chief justice, did not deliver all of the appointments 
before leaving that office; Madison took his place, and after consulting with 
President Jefferson, decided not to complete the deliveries, thus denying 

                                                 
8 Bernstein at 135-136. 
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the intended recipients from taking their posts. One of them, William 
Marbury, sued. The resulting case, Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 
(1803), gave Marshall the chance to define the role of the judicial branch, 
famously writing  

 
It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial 
department to say what the law is. Those who apply the rule 
to particular cases, must of necessity expound and interpret 
that rule. If two laws conflict with each other, the courts must 
decide on the operation of each. So if a law be in opposition 
to the constitution; if both the law and the constitution apply 
to a particular case, so that the court must either decide that 
case conformably to the law, disregarding the constitution; or 
conformably to the constitution, disregarding the law; the 
court must determine which of these conflicting rules 
governs the case. This is of the very essence of judicial duty. 

 
Id. at 177-178. This determination is at the heart of the concept of judicial 
review, the role secured for the judiciary by the landmark case. 
 
Jefferson was a famously complex historical figure – the great champion 
of liberty who owned slaves, among many other contradictions – which is 
underscored by the defining foreign policy achievement of his 
administration. In 1803, he secured the Louisiana Purchase for $15 
million, less than four cents an acre, despite his own concerns that the 
deal exceeded the federal government’s power under the Constitution. He 
was so concerned, in fact, that he drafted an amendment that would 
explicitly allow it, though he ultimately went through with the deal without 
publicly proposing the constitutional change. The Senate quickly ratified 
the treaties with France to secure the deal, even as Jefferson came under 
criticism from Federalists for abandoning his strict constructionist position 
when it suited his ends. Once in office, Jefferson also sought a broad 
interpretation of the president’s war powers, put into action through conflict 
with Barbary pirates in the Mediterranean Sea throughout his first term. 
 
When Jefferson ramped up for his re-election in 1804, it was without Burr 
as his running mate. The two never enjoyed a warm personal relationship, 
and Jefferson quickly froze him out. Burr sought the governorship of New 
York with Federalist support in 1804, but was defeated by Morgan Lewis, 
whose supporters included both Jefferson and Hamilton. In that race’s 
aftermath, the enmity between Hamilton and Burr spilled over into the 
papers in the form of Hamilton’s slights at a dinner party. Burr demanded 
an apology and Hamilton refused. The feud escalated, despite attempts by 
mutual friends to quell it, and lead to one of the most infamous incidents in 
American history. On July 11, 1804, the two men – the former Treasury 
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Secretary and the current Vice President – met in a duel in Weehawken, 
New Jersey. Burr shot Hamilton, who died the next day. 

 
VI. LEGACY 
 

Hamilton and Jefferson helped give birth not only to a new nation but a 
political tradition which animates its civic life. They came from different 
backgrounds, one the heir to a wealthy planter, the other a level above 
Caribbean street urchin. They had different personalities, with Jefferson 
most comfortable alone at home with his books while Hamilton moved with 
ease through New York high society.  

 
The key differences between them were that each man had 
a different vision of what sort of government the nation 
needed, and each loathed the other’s vision as much as he 
cherished his own. … Jefferson feared that Hamilton had 
plans radically at odds with the Constitution. As he saw it, 
Hamilton wanted to warp the federal government out of 
constitutional shape, converting it into a copy of the British 
government, built on debt, corruption and influence. … To 
preserve liberty, Jefferson argued, government had to be 
close to the people as possible. To him, that meant a 
decentralized government, giving power over domestic 
issues to the states, the level of government closest to the 
people, and not to a distant federal government. In contrast, 
Hamilton saw himself as free from local interests and 
prejudices, a true advocate of the national interest. … 
Doubting the state governments’ ability to respond to 
national problems, he maintained that only a strong general 
government could defend American interests effectively. 
Finally, he did not share Jefferson’s faith in the people’s 
wisdom, nor did he believe that allying the rich with the 
government would create a corrupt aristocracy and destroy 
liberty.9 

 
Although some of the specific issues have changed and other evolved, 
that tension remains central to American political discourse. They were 
there at the genesis of the two-party state, with one advocating for a 
strong central government to deal with national problems and the other 
seeking to keep the federal role limited and defined. Of course, much of 
our current political warfare is fought on the same fronts: the proper role of 
the federal government as compared to the states, which level was best 
equipped to deal with the issues we face, the corruption and influence of 
those with power and money, the financing of the government and many 

                                                 
9 Bernstein at 90. 
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more. These issues have been with us since the beginning, never more 
forcefully argued than between these two titans, Jefferson and Hamilton. 
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